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Hyamira is a sterile, highly tolerated, viscoelastic filler made with cross-linked hyaluronic acid, ideal for 

subcutaneous applications.

Hyamira helps to increase the volume of the dermo-epidermal tissue thanks to the natural ability of hydrophilic 

hyaluronic acid molecules to attract a moderate amount of water molecules and bond with them.

This allows the integration of the intercellular matrix, whilst filling intradermal spaces and making the tissues 

firmer. The cross-linked hyaluronic acid contained in the product makes this filling effect longer lasting and more 

stable, the skin slowly absorbs Hyamira in 6 to 8 months, looking more natural for longer.

A new generation of cross-linked hyaluronic acid fillers

Hyamira Soft Hyamira Basic Hyamira Forte
Treatment of  

periocular wrinkles

Treatment of perioral 

wrinkles and for lip and 

eyebrow contouring

Treatment of medium 

to deep face wrinkles, 

volume augmentation 

of cheekbones, chin,  

nose bridge and lips

Soft-Basic-Forte

Duration of treatment

1 Month 3 Months 6 Months

TIME (months)
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Average Index of Satisfaction
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CLINICAL TRIALS: 
A trial conducted by ten specialists (dermatologists, plastic surgeons and cosmetic 
physicians) on 145 patients (women with a mean age of 50 years) over the course of 
one year has shown an excellent durability of the product.

The satisfaction questionnaires filled out by the specialists involved in the study 
showed an average satisfaction index (ASI) of 8/10 for both patients and physicians. 
The parameters taken into the consideration in the questionnaire were the malleability 
and tolerability of the product, its immediate effect, pain during the treatment (which 
resulted to be non-existent or tolerable) and the absence of oedema.
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